As a Catholic College we aim to provide a vibrant, inclusive learning community. We inspire:

- positive relationships that are life giving, collaborative and respectful
- equity and excellence, and
- a passion for lifelong learning

Student Name: ____________________________________

Home Room: ____________________________________

**ACADEMIC GOALS:**

Q1  What subjects do you have some genuine interest and strengths in? Describe what or why this subject appeals to you.

Q2  What subject do you think you will have to work hard in during Semester One? What is one or two things you can do in order to achieve some success in this subject?

Q3  What is one or two home study strategies/structures you will put in place for Semester One?

P.T.O.
**PERSONAL MANAGEMENT GOALS**

Q4  Describe one strategy to improve or maintain being punctual.

Q5  In what way can you improve or maintain your engagement in class?

Q6  Name one way you can improve or maintain your general organisation.

Q7  Describe one way you can use technology more responsibly.

Q8  Name something you would like to improve in (a) wearing your uniform (b) hygiene or (c) diet.

**SOCIAL GOAL**

Q9  What new social or school community goal would you like to achieve in Semester One? For example: become an SRC member, join Vinnies, participate in an afterschool activity or group.

**PERSONAL FITNESS /SPORTING/CULTURAL GOALS**

Q10  What will you do to improve or maintain your personal fitness?

Q11  What sport or other physical activity would you like to participate in this year?
Q12 What cultural goal would you like to achieve? For example: Read a certain book, start to learn the guitar, go to a live performance, learn to cook lasagne, learn more about photography...?

COMMUNITY

Q13 Name one community goal that you could achieve (see Ministry flyer for more details). For example: Clean out your wardrobe and donate to Vinnies, volunteer at a Rotary/Lions/Scouts/Apex/Surf Life Saving event, offer to mow a lawn, wash a car, cook, walk a pet for an elderly neighbour or a struggling family or friend.

QUALIFICATIONS

Q14 Name one qualification you would like to achieve soon. For example: St Joseph’s Certificate (see p.9 - student planner for details), First Aid certificate, Bronze Medallion, Learners License, Basic Barista Certificate...

Q 15 What qualification would you like obtain in the future? For example: learn to be an electrician, architect, nurse, travel agent, lawyer, computer programmer, journalist, vet...?

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

What type of learner did you discover you are based on the results from the PD Lesson 1 Questionnaire?

Do you have a casual job? If so, what do you do?